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What is a Vision Zero Oregon
Neighborhood Street Safety Action Plan?
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Learn More

Get more involved with resources on
visionzerooregon.org
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Cut through the barriers/medians to aid
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PU[V[OLPU[LYZLJ[PVUZOVY[LUPUN[OLJYVZZPUN
KPZ[HUJLHUKPTWYV]PUN]PZPIPSP[`)PVZ^HSLZ
HYLZ\JOH[YLH[TLU[[OH[HKK[OLILULÄ[VM
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Thoughts on car parking
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;OLZLHKKP[PVUHSZVS\[PVUZHYLZLLUHZPTWVY[HU[
I\[SHJRLKZVTLVULPU[OLJVTT\UP[`[VHK]VJH[L
MVYPTWSLTLU[H[PVUH[[OPZ[PTL(KKP[PVUHSS`[OLZL
ZVS\[PVUZOH]LSV^LYZJVYLZIHZLKVU[OLL]HS\H[PVU
JYP[LYPH;OLZLZVS\[PVUZHYLSPZ[LKI\[KL[HPSZHYL
UV[NP]LUPU[OPZKVJ\TLU[:LL[OLN\PKLIVVRZMVY
KL[HPSZVUPTWSLTLU[H[PVUVM[OLZLZVS\[PVUZ
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9LK\JLZWLLKSPTP[¶:[YLL[ZJSHZZPÄLKHZ
I\ZPULZZKPZ[YPJ[ZJHUOH]L47/ZWLLKSPTP[Z
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The Problem
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/V^L]LY[OLZ[YLL[OHZHOPZ[VY`VMJYHZOLZHUKVUL
YLJLU[KLH[O
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3HJRVM\UKLYZ[HUKPUNVM[OLY\SLZVM[OLYVHK
ZWLJPÄJHSS`^OVZOV\SK`PLSK[V^OVT
3HJRVMJSLHYKLSPULH[PVUVMZWHJLWHY[PJ\SHYS`H[
\UTHYRLKJYVZZPUNZ^OLYLWLVWSL[YH]LSPUNVU
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¨ Curb extensions at crossings with nearby
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;OLYLPZTVYL[OHUVULWH[O[VZ\JJLZZZV[Y`^OH[
THRLZZLUZLMVY`V\`V\YULPNOIVYOVVKHUK[OL
ZP[\H[PVU(NVVKWSHJL[VZ[HY[!JVSSLJ[PUMVYTH[PVU
HIV\[[OLWYVISLTHUK[OLU[HSR[VV[OLYZ(SSVM[OL
ZVS\[PVUZZOV\SKILNPU^P[O[OLMVSSV^PUN!
;HSR[VYLZPKLU[ZHUKI\ZPULZZLZ¶.H[OLYPUN
ZPNUH[\YLZHUKZ\WWVY[MYVTV[OLYZPU[OLHYLH
^PSSOLSW[VZ\WWVY[`V\YJHZL;OPZPZ[OL[PTL[V
Z[HY[HSL[[LY^YP[PUNJHTWHPNUWL[P[PVUVYV[OLY
JVTT\UP[`KYP]LUWYVQLJ[
,THPSZHML'WVY[SHUKVYLNVUNV]VY
JHSS:(-,¶9LWVY[HSS\UZHMLILOH]PVY
VYULLKLKPTWYV]LTLU[Z;OPZTPNO[ILHNVVK
VWWVY[\UP[`[V[HSR^P[OYLZPKLU[ZHUKI\ZPULZZLZ
ZV[OH[[OL`JHUHSZVTHRLJHSSZVYZLUKLTHPSZ
([[LUK[OL2PUN5LPNOIVYOVVK(ZZVJPH[PVU
HUK[OL5VY[OLHZ[*VHSP[PVUVM5LPNOIVYOVVK»Z
:HML[`HUK3P]HIPSP[`;LHTHUKVY3HUK<ZLHUK
;YHUZWVY[H[PVU*VTTP[[LLTLL[PUNZ¶4HRL
[OLWYVISLTZRUV^U[VV[OLYZ0U7VY[SHUK
ULPNOIVYOVVKHZZVJPH[PVUZHYLHUPTWVY[HU[
WHY[VM[OLNV]LYUPUNZ[Y\J[\YLHUKHYLHNYLH[
YLZV\YJLMVY[OLW\ISPJ;OLZLNYV\WZHSZVOH]LH
SV[VMRUV^SLKNLHIV\[OV^[VNL[JOHUNLZPU[OL
ULPNOIVYOVVKZVPM`V\KVU»[RUV^OV^[VNL[
ZVTL[OPUNKVULJOLJR^P[O[OLT

([[LUKW\ISPJPU]VS]LTLU[HJ[P]P[PLZ¶;OL*P[`
VM7VY[SHUKHUKV[OLYSVJHSYLNPVUHSHUKZ[H[L
NV]LYUTLU[ZOVSKW\ISPJMVY\TZK\YPUNTHU`
WSHUUPUNWYVJLZZLZ;OLZLJHUILHIV\[ZWLJPÄJ
WYVQLJ[ZVYSVUNYHUNLWSHUUPUN,P[OLY[`WLVM
WSHUUPUNL]LU[PZOLSWM\S[VH[[LUK0M[OLYLPZU»[
TVUL`PU[OLI\KNL[MVY[OPZZVS\[PVUUV^[Y`
[VNL[P[PUJS\KLKPU[OLSVUNYHUNLWSHUZZ\JO
HZ[OL;YHUZWVY[H[PVU:`Z[LT7SHU¶;:7¶^OPJO
T\Z[IL\WKH[LKL]LY`Ä]L[V[LU`LHYZ6UJLH
WYVQLJ[PZSPZ[LKPU[OL;:7P[PZT\JOLHZPLY[VNL[
M\UKPUNMVY[OH[ZVS\[PVU
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HWLKLZ[YPHUZPNUHS[VILHJ[P]H[LK^OLUJYVZZPUN
4320M[OLI\[[VUPZUV[W\ZOLK[OLSPNO[MVYJHYZ
^PSS[\YUNYLLUI\[[OLSPNO[MVYWLKLZ[YPHUZ^PSSUV[
JOHUNL;OPZJHUILJVUM\ZPUNMVYWLKLZ[YPHUZHZ[V
^OL[OLYVYUV[P[PZZHML[VJYVZZ
.H[OLY[YHMÄJJV\U[ZHUKVYJYHZOKH[H¶
/H]PUN[OPZPUMVYTH[PVU^PSSTHRL`V\YJHZL
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;YHUZWVY[H[PVU^PSSULLK[VQ\Z[PM`JOHUNLZ[V[OL
ZPNUHSZ
3LHYUTVYL:HML9V\[LZ[V:JOVVSZOHZ
WYVK\JLKHJVTWYLOLUZP]LN\PKL[VZPNUHSZ!
^^^ZHMLYV\[LZPUMVVYNN\PKLLUNPULLYPUN
[YHMÄJFZPNUHSZJMT
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.LULYHSS`[OLYLPZHJVU[HPULYVUIV[OZPKLZVM[OL
Z[YLL[[VOVSK[OLÅHNZ
;HSR[V[OLSVJHSLSLTLU[HY`ZJOVVSZ¶0M[OL
ZJOVVSOHZH:HML9V\[LZ[V:JOVVSWYVNYHT
[OLJVVYKPUH[VYJHUOLSWNH[OLYYLZV\YJLZHUK
]VS\U[LLYZ[VNL[JYVZZPUNN\HYKZ0M[OLYLPZU»[
ZVTLVULPUJOHYNLVM:HML9V\[LZ[V:JOVVSÄUK
V\[PM[OLYLPZZVTLVULPU[LYLZ[LKPUZ[HY[PUN[OL
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;OLZLZPNUHSZTHRLJYVZZPUN5,2PSSPUNZ^VY[O
LHZPLYHZ[OL`WYV]PKLZ[VWSPNO[ZMVYJHYZ[YH]LSPUN
VU5,2PSSPUNZ^VY[O[OH[HYLTVYLYLSPHISL[OHU
V[OLYJYVZZPUNVW[PVUZZ\JOHZ^HP[PUNMVYHIYLHRPU
[YHMÄJ
.H[OLY[YHMÄJJV\U[ZHUKVYJYHZOKH[H¶/H]PUN
[OPZPUMVYTH[PVU^PSSTHRL`V\YJHZLZ[YVUNLY
7)6;^PSSHSZVWLYMVYTHKL[HPSLKZ[\K`PU
HK]HUJLVMHU`PTWYV]LTLU[Z:[YVUNWLYZVUHS
Z[VYPLZJHUOLSWI\PSKHJHZLMVYUL^KLZPNUZ
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3LHYUTVYL:HML9V\[LZ[V:JOVVSZOHZ
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0U7VY[SHUKULPNOIVYOVVKHZZVJPH[PVUZHYLHU
PTWVY[HU[WHY[VM[OLNV]LYUPUNZ[Y\J[\YLHUK
HYLHNYLH[YLZV\YJLMVY[OLW\ISPJ;OLZLNYV\WZ
HSZVOH]LHSV[VMRUV^SLKNLHIV\[OV^[VNL[
JOHUNLZPU[OLULPNOIVYOVVKZVPM`V\KVU»[
RUV^OV^[VNL[ZVTL[OPUNKVULJOLJR^P[O
[OLT
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  *$+ =  
Raised Crosswalks/Speed humps

Speed enforcement

9HPZLKJYVZZ^HSRZHYLZPTPSHY[VZWLLKO\TWZI\[
HYLWHPU[LK[VSVVRHUKM\UJ[PVUSPRLHJYVZZ^HSR
:WLLK[HISLZVYO\TWZJVUZPZ[LU[S`ZSV^[YHMÄJHUK
HYLVM[LUTVYLLMMLJ[P]L[OHUMYLX\LU[Z[VWZPNUZ
^OPJOJHULUJV\YHNLHIY\W[Z[VWNV[YH]LS

:OV^PUNJHYZOV^MHZ[[OL`HYLKYP]PUNOLSWZ[V
YLTPUKKYP]LYZVM[OLZWLLKSPTP[Z

7YLZLU[PUMVYTH[PVU¶:PUJLHSV[VMJHYZKVUV[
Z[VWH[THYRLKJYVZZ^HSRZ[OL*P[`VM7VY[SHUKPZ
OLZP[HU[[VPUZ[HSSTHU`VM[OLZLHS[OV\NOL]LY`
PU[LYZLJ[PVUJVYULYPZHSLNHSJYVZZPUN7YLZLU[PUN
KH[HVMJYHZOLZVYULHYJYHZOLZLZWLJPHSS`H[
SVJH[PVUZ^P[OOLH]`WLKLZ[YPHU\ZLVYULHY
ZJOVVSZJHUOLSWJVU]PUJL[OL*P[`VM[OLULLK
>OPSLZWLLKO\TWZHYLMHPYS`JVTTVUYHPZLK
JYVZZ^HSRZHYLZ[PSSUL^PU7VY[SHUK;VNL[H
YHPZLKJYVZZ^HSRVYO\TW`V\^PSSULLK[V!
:OV^HULLKZWLLKYLJVYKZVYJYHZOKH[H
:OV^Z\WWVY[MYVTSVJHSYLZPKLU[ZHUK
I\ZPULZZLZ[OPZPZHNVVKJOHUJL[V[HSR[V
WLVWSLHIV\[[OLULLKMVYIL[[LYJYVZZPUNZHUK
[VNH[OLYZPNUH[\YLZ
.HPUHJJLW[HUJLI`LTLYNLUJ`]LOPJSLZ
VWLYH[VYZ^OVOH]LH]P[HSPU[LYLZ[PUILPUN
HISL[VTV]LX\PJRS`VUHSSZ[YLL[Z

.H[OLY[YHMÄJJV\U[ZHUKVYJYHZOKH[H¶
/H]PUN[OPZPUMVYTH[PVU^PSSTHRL`V\YJHZL
Z[YVUNLYZPUJL[OL*P[`VM7VY[SHUK»Z)\YLH\VM
;YHUZWVY[H[PVUVY[OL7VSPJL)\YLH\^PSSULLK[V
Q\Z[PM`PUJYLHZLKLUMVYJLTLU[
;HSR[V[OL7VSPJL+LWHY[TLU[¶(ZRMVYIL[[LY
LUMVYJLTLU[VMZWLLKPUNVYKY\URKYP]PUNPU[OL
HYLH5V[LHU`KH`ZVY[PTLZ[OH[ZLLT[VOH]LH
SV[VMWYVISLTZ"[LSS[OLWVSPJL[OPZPUMVYTH[PVU
(KKHZWLLKYLHKLYIVHYK¶;OLZLIVHYKZJHUIL
ZL[\WI`[OLWVSPJLVY)\YLH\VM;YHUZWVY[H[PVU
HUKKPZWSH`KYP]PUNZWLLKZ[VWLVWSLWHZZPUNI`
PU[OLPYJHY
7LKLZ[YPHUJYVZZPUNLUMVYJLTLU[¶;OLWVSPJL
KLWHY[TLU[JVUK\J[Z[HYNL[LKLUMVYJLTLU[VM
[YHMÄJSH^JVTWSPHUJLH[WYVISLTH[PJSVJH[PVUZ
*HSS:(-,MVYTVYLPUMVYTH[PVU
¸:SV^KV^U¹ZPNUZ¶*YLH[L`V\YV^UZPNUZ[OH[
LUJV\YHNLWLVWSL[VZSV^KV^U

;HSR[VSVJHSZJOVVSZ¶.L[[PUNZ\WWVY[MYVTSVJHS
ZJOVVSZVYWHY[ULYPUN^P[O[OL:HML9V\[LZ[V
:JOVVSJVVYKPUH[VYJHUTHRLPTWSLTLU[H[PVU
LHZPLY)LZ\YL[VTLU[PVUHSS[OLZ\WWVY[
NH[OLYLK[V[OL*P[`VM7VY[SHUK^OLU`V\WYLZLU[
`V\YJHZL
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:SV^PUNZWLLKZI`YLK\JPUN[OLHTV\U[VMYVVTZL[
HZPKLMVYJHYZ^PSSZSV^JHYZWLLKZHUKLUJV\YHNL
TVYLIPRLZHUKWLKLZ[YPHUZ
;HSR[VYLZPKLU[ZVU5*VTTLYJPHS¶0[^PSSIL
PTWVY[HU[[V[HSR^P[OI\ZPULZZLZHUKYLZPKLU[Z
VU5*VTTLYJPHS(]L[VZLLPM[OL`^V\SKSPRLH
YVHK[OH[PZUHYYV^MVYJHYZ^P[OL_[YHZWHJLMVY
IPRLZWLKLZ[YPHUZHUKZ[VYT^H[LYTHUHNLTLU[
Z\JOHZIPVZ^HSLZ,_WSHPU[OLZHML[`HUK
LJVUVTPJILULÄ[ZVMZSV^PUNJHYZ

 F   -  + ""  )  
 !    I )   0   °
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;HSR[VZJOVVSZ¶.L[[PUNZ\WWVY[MYVT[OL
SVJHSZJOVVSZJHUZ\WWVY[[OLWSHUMVYHYVHK
KPL[4HU`ZJOVVSZOH]L:HML9V\[LZ[V:JOVVS
JVVYKPUH[VYZ^OV^V\SKILOHWW`[VTLL[^P[O
`V\HIV\[ZHML[`JVUJLYUZ
7\YZ\LV[OLYZVS\[PVUZ¶9LHSPNUPUNHUK
YLI\PSKPUNHYVHKJHUILHTHQVYL_WLUZP]L
WYVQLJ[,MMLJ[P]LYVHKUHYYV^PUNJHUVJJ\Y
ZPTWS`I`YLHSPNUPUNWHYRPUNUHYYV^PUNWHPU[LK
SHULZHKKPUNIPJ`JSLSHULZHUKV[OLYYLSH[P]LS`
X\PJRZVS\[PVUZ
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        !  Build Support for
Street Safety
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7HY[PHSJSVZ\YLZWYL]LU[]LOPJ\SHYHJJLZZPUZVTL
KPYLJ[PVUZHSVUNJLY[HPUZ[YL[JOLZVMZ[YLL[<Z\HSS`
[OLWHY[PHSJSVZ\YLPZPUZ[HSSLK[VSPTP[JHYHJJLZZ
^OPSLTHPU[HPUPUNM\SS[YH]LSVW[PVUZMVYWLVWSL
^HSRPUNVYVUIPJ`JSL;OLZLJHUILYLZ[YPJ[PVUZ
JYLH[LK[OYV\NOWO`ZPJHSIHYYPLYZ
:[\K`[YHMÄJWH[[LYUZVU[OLZ[YLL[¶*SVZ\YLZ
^VYR^LSS^OLYL[YHMÄJTH`WYPTHYPS`[YH]LSPU
VULKPYLJ[PVUVY^OLYL[\YUPUN[YHMÄJJHUJYLH[L
ZPNUPÄJHU[OHaHYKZ(SZVSVVRV\[MVYMYLX\LU[
MVV[HUKIPJ`JSL\ZL[OH[TH`ILULÄ[MYVT
WYV[LJ[LKZ[YLL[HJJLZZ
*VUZPKLYJVZ[Z¶*SVZ\YLZJHUILLUHJ[LK
[OYV\NOZ[YLL[KLZPNUJOHUNLZ^OPJOJHUIL
L_WLUZP]LVYZPNUHNLHUKWHPU[PUN^OPJOJHU
ILX\PJRLYHUKSLZZJVZ[S`I\[UV[HS^H`ZHZ
LMMLJ[P]L
;OPURHIV\[ZJOLK\SLKWHY[PHSJSVZ\YLZ¶(
JSVZ\YLKVLZU»[OH]L[VM\UJ[PVU5
*VTTLYJPHS(]LU\LPZULHYHZJOVVS^OPJO
OHZOLH]`Z[\KLU[[YHMÄJH[JLY[HPU[PTLZVMKH`
7HY[PHSS`JSVZPUNZ[YLL[Z^P[OZPNUHNLVYNH[LZ
K\YPUNI\Z`[PTLZJHUOLSWTHRL[OL[OLTZHMLY
1VPU^P[OV[OLYZVS\[PVUZ¶*SVZ\YLZJHUILH
NYLH[VWWVY[\UP[`[VHSZVPUZ[HSSJ\YIL_[LUZPVUZ
YVHKKPL[ZHUKZ[VT^H[LYTHUHNLTLU[
7YVTV[PUNJSVZ\YLZHZWHY[VMHIYVHKLY
Z[YLL[ZJHWLPTWYV]LTLU[TH`THRLP[HTVYL
H[[YHJ[P]LVW[PVUMVYTVYLWLVWSL
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improvements

(KKPUNHJ\YIL_[LUZPVUPZVUL^H`[VYLTV]L
]PZPISLIHYYPLYZZ\JOHZWHYRLKJHYZLP[OLYH[HU
PU[LYZLJ[PVUVYHSVUNHYVHK^H`)`YLTV]PUN
WHYRPUNVYHKKPUNHJ\YIL_[LUZPVU[OH[W\[Z
WLKLZ[YPHUZJSVZLY[V[OLYVHKTHRPUNP[PZLHZPLYMVY
L]LY`VUL[VZLLLHJOV[OLYHUKH]VPKJYHZOLZ

:[YLL[[YLLZHUKV[OLYPTWYV]LTLU[ZZ\JOHZHY[
^VYRILUJOLZHUKMV\U[HPUZTHRL[OLZ[YLL[HUPJLY
HUKTVYLWSLHZHU[WSHJL[V^HSRIPJ`JSLHUKKYP]L

(ZRMVYHIPVZ^HSLI\SIV\[>OLYL[OLZPKL^HSR
PZL_[LUKLKPU[V[OH[WHYRPUNZWHJLHUKPUJS\KLZ
^H[LYJVSSLJ[PVUWVVSZ[VOLSWPTWYV]L^H[LY
X\HSP[`;OLYLPZZVTL[PTLZM\UKPUNH]HPSHISLMVY
LU]PYVUTLU[HSPTWYV]LTLU[Z[OH[HSZVZLY]L[V
L_[LUK[OLZPKL^HSRH[[OLJVYULY*VU[HJ[[OL
)\YLH\VM,U]PYVUTLU[HS:LY]PJLZ:\Z[HPUHISL
:[VYT^H[LY4HUHNLTLU[H[MVY
TVYLPUMVYTH[PVU
*VU[HJ[[OL)PJ`JSL;YHUZWVY[H[PVU(SSPHUJL¶
;OL);(TH`ILHISL[VOLSWHK]VJH[LMVYJ\YI
L_[LUZPVUZVYNP]LWVPU[LYZVU^OVT[V[HSR[V
H[[OL*P[`@V\JHUJVU[HJ[[OL);(»Z(K]VJHJ`
+PYLJ[VY.LYPR2YHUZR`H[NLYPR'I[HIPRLZVYN
VY_

+! ]     " 0 0  " ) 
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*VU[HJ[*P[`9LWHPY¶;OLYLOHZILLUHSVUN
OPZ[VY`VM*P[`9LWHPYOLSWPUNULPNOIVYOVVKZ[V
WHPU[PU[LYZLJ[PVUZ^P[OJVSVYM\SKLZPNUZHZH^H`
VMI\PSKPUNJVTT\UP[`HUKZSV^PUN[YHMÄJ3LHYU
TVYLH[O[[W!JP[`YLWHPYVYN
(ZRMVYHIPVZ^HSL¶;OPZPZ^OLYL^H[LYPZ
JVSSLJ[LK[VOLSWPTWYV]L^H[LYX\HSP[`;OLYL
HYL\Z\HSS`ZTHSSLYWSHU[ZI\[[OLYLJHUIL[YLLZ
WSHU[LKPU[OLIPVZ^HSLHZ^LSS*VU[HJ[[OL
)\YLH\VM,U]PYVUTLU[HS:LY]PJLZ:\Z[HPUHISL
:[VYT^H[LY4HUHNLTLU[H[MVY
TVYLPUMVYTH[PVU
*VU[HJ[-YPLUKZVM;YLLZ¶9LZPKLU[ZHUK
I\ZPULZZLZJHUWSHU[[YLLZPU[OLTLKPHUZ[YPWL
IL[^LLU[OLZPKL^HSRHUKYVHK3LHYUTVYLH[
^^^MYPLUKZVM[YLLZVYN
0UZ[HSS`V\YV^U¶0M`V\HYLHYLZPKLU[HSVUN
[OLZLZ[YLL[Z`V\JHUHKKILUJOLZÅV^LYZ
HUKV[OLYH[[YHJ[P]LMLH[\YLZHSVUN[OLZPKL^HSR
.L[`V\YULPNOIVYZPU]VS]LK[VVMVYHUL]LU
IPNNLYLMMLJ[;OLSVJHSULPNOIVYOVVKVYI\ZPULZZ
HZZVJPH[PVUTH`^HU[[VNL[PU]VS]LK
/VZ[HISVJRWHY[`¶.L[[PUNWLVWSL[VNL[OLY
[VIYHPUZ[VYTPKLHZMVYTHRPUN[OLYVHKZIL[[LY
WSHJLZ[V^HSRPZPTWVY[HU[

43

  
;OLZLHKKP[PVUHSZVS\[PVUZ^LYLZLLUHZPTWVY[HU[
I\[SHJRLKZVTLVULPU[OLJVTT\UP[`[VHK]VJH[L
MVYPTWSLTLU[H[PVUH[[OPZ[PTL(KKP[PVUHSS`[OLZL
ZVS\[PVUZOHKSV^LYZJVYLZIHZLKVU[OLL]HS\H[PVU
JYP[LYPH;OLZLZVS\[PVUZHYLSPZ[LKI\[KL[HPSZHYL
UV[NP]LUPU[OPZKVJ\TLU[:LL[OLN\PKLIVVRZMVY
KL[HPSZVUPTWSLTLU[H[PVUVM[OLZLZVS\[PVUZ
4HYRLKJYVZZ^HSRZ¶7HPU[PUNVU[OLYVHK
ZOV^PUNWLKLZ[YPHUZ^OLYLP[PZSLNHS[VJYVZZ
L]LY`JVYULYPZHJYVZZPUN

:[VWZPNUZVU5*VTTLYJPHS¶4HRLP[OHYKLYMVY
JHYZ[VKYP]L^P[OV\[ZSV^PUNVYZ[VWWPUN
/HSMZPNUHS¶(KKPUNHSPNO[[OH[Z[VWZJHYZI\[
PZ[\YULKVUI`WLKLZ[YPHUZHUKIPRLZH[(SILY[H
*VTTLYJPHS(]LU\LVYTPKISVJRVULP[OLY
Z[YLL[
¸5VYPNO[VUYLK¹H[(SILY[H5*VTTLYJPHS
¶7YL]LU[PUNJHYZMYVT[\YUPUNYPNO[H[HYLK
SPNO[ZV[OH[[OL`KVU»[OP[IPRLZVYWLKLZ[YPHUZ
JYVZZPUN[OLZ[YLL[VU[OLPYSPNO[
)PRL3HULZVY:OHYYV^ZVUUVY[OIV\UK[O¶
7HPU[LKHYLHMVYIPRLZZLWHYH[LMYVTJHYZSHULZ
VYPU[OLZHTLZWHJLHZJHYZZOHYYV^Z*HSS

Vision Zero Oregon & 9(  9 ;!"   

*@*3WYLZZMVY[OL*P[`»Z)PJ`JSL/V[SPUL
)PJ`JSLJYVZZPUNZPNUZH[.VPUN¶,_[YHZPNUZ[LSS
JHYZ[VL_WLJ[IPRLZ
;YHMÄJJPYJSLZ:RPKTVYL:OH]LY¶;OLZLHYL
WSHU[PUNZHUKWH]LTLU[PU[OLTPKKSLVMHU
PU[LYZLJ[PVU[OH[THRLZJHYZJPYJSLHYV\UK[V[\YU
YLK\JPUNKHUNLYV\ZJYHZOLZ;IVULZ;OL`HSZV
OLSW[VJYLH[L]PZ\HSIHYYPLYZMVYJHYZTHRPUN
Z[YLL[ZZLLTZOVY[LYHUKZSV^LY
,K\JH[PVU¶;LHJO[YHMÄJZHML[`PU[OLJSHZZYVVTZ
WVZZPIS`1LMMLYZVU/PNO:JOVVSJP]PJZ
NV]LYUTLU[VYKLIH[LJSHZZLZ

:JOVVS:WLLKAVUL:PNUZHUKVY^HYUPUN
ILHJVUZ¶>HYUKYP]LYZHUKIPRLZHIV\[RPKZ
^HSRPUN

44
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*YVZZ^HSRLUMVYJLTLU[VU(SILY[H:[YLL[¶
4HRLZ\YL[OH[JHYZHUKIPRLZZ[VWMVYWLKLZ[YPHUZ
H[JYVZZ^HSRZHUK[OH[WLKLZ[YPHUZ\ZLJYVZZ^HSRZ
[VJYVZZZ[YLL[Z*HSS:(-,LTHPSZHML'
WVY[SHUKVYLNVUNV]VYJVU[HJ[`V\YSVJHSWVSPJL
WYLJPUJ[[VYLX\LZ[LUMVYJLTLU[
)SVJR7HY[`VU5*VTTLYJPHS(]L¶;LTWVYHY`
JSVZ\YLVM[OLZ[YLL[MVYHJVTT\UP[`WHY[`"[OPZ
JV\SKILHYYHUNLKI`1LMMLYZVU/PNO:JOVVS
:[YLL[[YLLZHUKV[OLYHLZ[OL[PJPTWYV]LTLU[Z¶
7SHU[PUN[YLLZHUKPTWYV]PUN[OLZ[YLL[ZJHWLJHU
THRLHYVHKHWWLHYMYPLUKSPLYHUKPZWYV]LK[V
ZSV^ZWLLKZI`]PZ\HSS`UHYYV^PUN[OLZWHJL
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Creation of the Neighborhood Street Safety
Action Plan: The Vision Zero Oregon Approach
;OLJYLH[PVUVM[OL5LPNOIVYOVVKZ:[YLL[:HML[`
(J[PVU7SHUPU]VS]LKMV\YTHQVYZ[LWZ!
:[\K`HYLHZLSLJ[PVU
0KLU[PÄJH[PVUVMULPNOIVYOVVKZ[YLL[ZHML[`
WYVISLTZHUKWYVISLTHYLHZ
0KLU[PÄJH[PVUVMULPNOIVYOVVKZ[YLL[ZHML[`
WYPVYP[PLZJYLH[PVUVMZ[YLL[ZHML[`]PZPVUHUK
KL]LSVWTLU[VM[OLWVZZPISLZVS\[PVUZ
+L]LSVWTLU[HUKPTWSLTLU[H[PVUVML]HS\H[PVU
JYP[LYPH
;OYV\NO[OLLU[PYLWYVQLJ[MYVTPKLU[PM`PUN
WYVISLTHYLHZ[VWYV]PKPUNMLLKIHJRVUWYVWVZLK
ZVS\[PVUZ[OL[LHTZV\NO[V\[[OLHK]PJLVMIV[O
L_WLY[ZPU[OLÄLSKHUK[OLW\ISPJ9VHKZHML[`
PTWYV]LTLU[Z^PSSVUS`ILZ\JJLZZM\SPM[OL`HWWLHS
[V[OLWLVWSL^OVSP]L^VYRWSH`PUHUK[YH]LS
[OYV\NO[OLHYLHL]LY`KH`
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;OLWYVQLJ[[LHTMVSSV^LKH[OYLLWOHZLWYVJLZZ
[VZLSLJ[HULPNOIVYOVVK[VLUNHNLHZHWPSV[
ULPNOIVYOVVKMVY=PZPVUALYV6YLNVU;OLPKLHS
ULPNOIVYOVVKJHUKPKH[L^V\SKILVUL^P[O!
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(OPNOPUJPKLUJLVMYVHK^H`MH[HSP[PLZ
)LH[YHKP[PVUHSS`\UKLYZLY]LKJVTT\UP[`

.LQJ

+XPEROGW

*VU[HPUZ\WWVY[P]LULPNOIVYOVVKZ[Y\J[\YLZ^P[O
L_WYLZZLKPU[LYLZ[PU[OL=PZPVUALYVWYVQLJ[
;OLÄYZ[WOHZLVMV\YHUHS`ZPZUHYYV^LKKV^U[OL
YLJVNUPaLKULPNOIVYOVVKHZZVJPH[PVUZPU[OL*P[`
VM7VY[SHUK[VHSPZ[VMLPNO[ULPNOIVYOVVKZIHZLK
VUHUHS`ZPZVMJYHZOLZHUKLU]PYVUTLU[HSLX\P[`
PUKPJH[VYZVMOV\ZLOVSKLHYUPUNZHUKWLYJLU[HNLVM
L[OUPJTPUVYP[PLZ

%RLVH

;OLZLJVUKWOHZLMVJ\ZLKVUX\HSP[H[P]LTLHZ\YLZ
VMULPNOIVYOVVKPU]VS]LTLU[HUKPU[LYLZ[^OPJO
UHYYV^LK[OLLPNO[ULPNOIVYOVVKZKV^U[VMV\Y!
-VZ[LY7V^LSS3LU[Z:V\[O;HIVYHUK2PUN

(OLRW

3RZHOOKXUVW*LOEHUW
/HQWV
6RXWK7DERU

#,
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;OL[OPYKHUKÄUHSWOHZLPU]VS]LKJVSSHIVYH[PUN
^P[O[OL)PJ`JSL;YHUZWVY[H[PVU(SSPHUJL);([V
ZLSLJ[[OLWPSV[ULPNOIVYOVVKZ^P[OPUW\[MYVT
[OL7VY[SHUK)\YLH\VM;YHUZWVY[H[PVU7)6;;OL
2PUNULPNOIVYOVVK^HZZLSLJ[LK^P[O[OL)VPZLHUK
/\TIVSK[ULPNOIVYOVVKZHKKLK[V[OLZ[\K`HYLHHZ
^LSS;VNL[OLY[OL[OYLLULPNOIVYOVVKZOH]LJYHZOLZ
UV[Q\Z[VU[OLTHQVYZ[YLL[ZI\[HSZV^P[OPU[OL
PU[LYUHSZ[YLL[UL[^VYR;OLZL[OYLLULPNOIVYOVVKZ
HSZVYLWYLZLU[H^PKL]HYPL[`VMZ[YLL[[`WLZ^OLYLH
YHUNLVMZ[YLL[ZHML[`ZVS\[PVUZJV\SKILL_WSVYLK

£2= Q   $+     + 
;OLWYVQLJ[[LHT\ZLKKH[HJVSSLJ[PVUMVYTHS
PU[LY]PL^ZZ\Y]L`ZHUKH^HSRPUN[V\YPUVYKLY
[VSLHYUHIV\[[OLZLULPNOIVYOVVKZ;OL[LHT
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PIEDMONT

JESSUP

Portland Community College--Cascade

16TH

15TH

14TH

13TH

12TH

11TH

10TH

6TH

JARRETT

MOORE

HAIGHT

COMMERCIAL

KERBY

1

RODNEY

CHURCH

AINSWORTH

7TH

BORTHWICK

MISSISSIPPI

2

Fatalities (1993-2009)

WOODLAWN

Pedestrian Fatalities

JESSUP

KILLINGSWORTH

VERNON

6

Other Fatalities

Portland Opportunities Industrialization Cent

5

Injuries (1993-2009)

7

8TH

6TH

3

Bicycle Injuries

EMERSON

EMERSON

MICHIGAN

WEBSTER

Other Injuries

SUMNER

HUMBOLDT

13

WEBSTER

ALBERTA

8

Pedestrian Injuries

ROSELAWN
Jefferson High

HUMBOLDT

14

Humboldt Elementary
St. Andrew Nativity School

HUMBOLDT

COMMERCIAL

15

WYGANT

MARTIN LUTHER KING JR

KERBY

BLANDENA

CONGRESS

King Elementary

9

10

The Early Head Start Family Center of Portland

KING
GOING
PRESCOTT

SKIDMORE

ALBINA
Albina Youth Opportunity School

BEECH

BOISE
16 FREMONT
Boise-Eliot Elementary

ELIOT

IVY

jD
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Albina Head Start

IRVINGTON

17TH

16TH

15TH

13TH

12TH

14TH

FAILING
Oregon Outreach Inc. The Gladys McCoy Academy

SABIN
11TH

10TH

9TH

8TH

7TH

SHAVER

6TH

GRAND

GARFIELD

MALLORY

RODNEY

CLEVELAND

WILLIAMS

VANCOUVER

GANTENBEIN

HAIGHT

KERBY

MISSISSIPPI

MICHIGAN

WYGANT

MASON

BORTHWICK

I5

MISSOURI

11 12 SKIDMORE

SEI Academy

Bike Fatalities

JARRETT

CHURCH

4

*Please note: The number inside
each fatality marker corresponds
to one death. A catalog of these
fatalities is available here.
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Survey

:\Y]L`YLZWVUKLU[ZKVUV[MLLS
PU]VS]LKPU[OLWYVJLZZVMTHRPUN
Z[YLL[ZZHMLY

;OLWYVQLJ[[LHTJVUK\J[LKHUVUSPULZ\Y]L`[OH[
HZRLKYLZPKLU[ZI\ZPULZZV^ULYZHUKWLVWSL]PZP[PUN
[OLULPNOIVYOVVKHIV\[[OLZHML[`VM[OLZ[YLL[Z
;OLZ\Y]L`^HZHSZVKPZ[YPI\[LKVUWHWLYH[ZL]LU
SVJH[PVUZHYV\UK[OLZ[\K`HYLHPUJS\KPUN!5VY[OLHZ[
*VHSP[PVUVM5LPNOIVYOVVKZ6MÄJL6YLNVU
(ZZVJPH[PVUVM4PUVYP[`,U[YLWYLUL\YZ6MÄJL>OVSL
-VVKZH[5,[OHUK-YLTVU[7VY[SHUK*VTT\UP[`
*VSSLNL:[\KLU[*LU[LYHUK(Y[)\PSKPUN*VUJVYKPH
<UP]LYZP[`:[\KLU[*LU[LYHUK[OL6YLNVU/\THU
:LY]PJLZVMÄJLH[432HUK(SILY[H
,THPSZ^LYLHSZVZLU[[VHTHPSPUNSPZ[VMPU[LYLZ[LK
PUKP]PK\HSZPUMVYTPUN[OLTHIV\[[OLH]HPSHIPSP[`
VM[OLVUSPULZ\Y]L`;OLLTHPSHKKYLZZLZ^LYL
JVSSLJ[LK[OYV\NOTLL[PUNZPU[LY]PL^ZZ\Y]L`
YLZWVUKLU[ZHUKYLJVTTLUKH[PVUZMYVT[OL);(
;OLZ\Y]L`^HZVWLUMYVT-LIY\HY`[OYV\NO(WYPS
HUKHIV\[WLVWSL[VVR[OLZ\Y]L`(^PUULY
^HZYHUKVTS`ZLSLJ[LKMYVTZ\Y]L`YLZWVUKLU[Z
^OLU[OLZ\Y]L`JSVZLKHUK^HZZLU[H =PZHNPM[
JHYKHZHK]LY[PZLK
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Survey Findings
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^HSRPUN[V\YLTHPSZHUKJVTTLU[ZHUKHKKLK
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;OLTLL[PUNH[[LUKLLZ^LYLKP]PKLKL]LUS`PU[VMV\Y
NYV\WZZV[OH[ZTHSSNYV\WZVMZ[HRLOVSKLYZJV\SK
KL]LSVWNVHSZMVYLHJOZWLJPÄJWYVISLTHYLHVM[OL
ULPNOIVYOVVK+L[HPSZVU[OLNVHSZHYLSPZ[LKPU[OL
HWWLUKPJLZ[V[OL7SHU
(M[LYLHJONVHS^HZKLJPKLK\WVUMVY[OLYLZWLJ[P]L
WYVISLTHYLH[OLTLL[PUNH[[LUKLLZIYHPUZ[VYTLK
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MVYJVTTLU[MLLKIHJRHUKM\Y[OLYPKLHZ;OLZL
ZVS\[PVUZHUKWYVISLTZILJHTL[OLMV\UKH[PVUMVY
[OL5LPNOIVYOVVK:[YLL[:HML[`(J[PVU7SHU

2\  
,]HS\H[PUNHS[LYUH[P]LYLJVTTLUKH[PVUZPZHU
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^LYLHZRLK[V]V[LVU[OL[OYLLTVZ[PTWVY[HU[
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;OLUL_[KH`(WYPS[OVUH^HYTHUKKY`
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